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  Since 1997 clavis successfully advises their customers in conceptual design and implementation of 

business processes on the basis of SAP-solutions. Our business mainly focuses on the areas warehouse and 

distribution logistics, maintenance, as well as mobile solutions and web application development. 

Furthermore, clavis berater sozietät provides proprietary SAP add-on-solutions for the integration of system 

architecture and business processes.  

 

Our customers are supported by clavis employees by developments in ABAP, ABAP Objects and SAP 

Netweaver as well as JavaScript. Mobile applications - also as online/offline solution - are implemented with 

the mobile platforms of SAP SMP and Syclo as well as with Fiori / SAP UI5 and ITSmobile. The technological 

competence of our employees is rounded off by knowledge of numerous database applications, interfaces 

and programming languages (SQL, HANA, Business Connector, XI/PI, Idoc, EDI, XML, PHP and many 

more). The combination of in-depth IT know-how with detailed process knowledge is decisive for the ongoing 

training and further education of our employees.  

 

clavis consultants always closely cooperate with the specialist and the IT departments of the customer. Thus 

it is ensured that the imparted project know-how remains with the customer and the respective problem 

solution expertise is acquired in-house. 

 

Our philosophy aims at a strong identification with the needs of our customers, constructive and pragmatic 

cooperation and high flexibility 

 

The company is located in Cologne and currently has 25 permanent employees. clavis' customers are well-

known companies from the follwing industries: solar technology, trade, food and beverages, oil and gas, 

chemical, pharmaceutical, plant manufacturing, automotive, and logistics. 

 

CEOs Bodo Brink, Dr. Ralf Marsula  

Foundation 1997  

Employees 25 permanent  

Turnover 2021 2.82 Mio. Euro  

Location Cologne 
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 Your contact persons 
 

 Claudia Leiders 

Office Management Cologne 

c.leiders@clavis.biz 

+49 221 56088100 

 

 Ulrike Stopfel 

Office Management  

u.stopfel@clavis.biz 

+49 170 3398657 

 Bodo Brink 

CEO 

b.brink@clavis.biz 

+49 178 137 62 66 

 Dr. Ralf Marsula 

CEO 

r.marsula@clavis.biz 

+ 49 172 433 96 28 
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